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This Newsletter is a new
endeavor by NACK and an 
attempt to reach more 
paddlers. We would like to 
receive your photos (with 
description) and articles or just 
your articles and comments. 
Please send by e-mail to 
halmcl@mac.com.
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North Atlantic Canoe & Kayak, Inc. (NACK) is an American 

Canoe Association Paddle America Club and a NYS Not-For Profit 

Corporation serving Long Island and Northeastern USA.

NACK  is based on Long Island, New York and is a club serving all 

aspects of  paddle sports. We believe that a strong commitment to training 

and assessment fosters personal growth. We encourage all members to safely 

explore the limits of  their capabilities in order to best enjoy their chosen 

aspect of  paddling. Together we seek adventure in paddling. Please check 

out www.GetTheNACK.org for History, Schedules, Training, Navigation & 

Planning Resources, Membership, Gallery, Library & Photos, Sea Market, 

Docs & Forms, and Links.    

"In a Kayak, no one can see below the spray 
skirt. It makes you feel better about yourself; 
makes you feel normal for a minute.”
- Sgt. Rob Brown

mailto:halmcl@mac.com
mailto:halmcl@mac.com
http://www.getthenack.org/
http://www.getthenack.org/
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Dara and Colin’s  
Maine Trip

 

We arrived at Unity Maine in a 
torrential downpour.  There 
were to be four members of 
our group along with one guide 
kayaking around the islands off 
the coast of Maine.  Because of 
the rain we were told to go to 
breakfast.  Upon returning 
from breakfast we were sent to 
lunch.  We once more returned 
to the guide station after our 
second meal in three hours and 
with no improvement in the 
weather.
    Maine Kayak offered us a 
credit for a future trip due to 
the inclement weather.  As it 
turned out the other two 
members who made up our 
little group were two women 
from Huntington, New York.  
We four agreed that since we 
had traveled to Maine just for 
this trip and that there was no 
wind why should a little rain 
prevent us from kayaking. 
Even if that little rain was 
severe enough that you 
couldn’t see past fifty yards.  
Thus with a less than an 
enthusiastic guide we began 
our little two day trip.
    After a short drive to our 
put-in on the Muscongus Bay 
and a quick inspection we 
loaded our kayaks with the 
equipment needed for what 
remained of the day and items 
needed to spend the night at a 
bed and breakfast.  We 
attentively listened in on the 
lecture the other two members 

of our group received.  The 
lecture consisted of you must 
wear a PFD when on the water.  
The kayak’s skirt must be on 
the person and attached to the 
kayak when on the water.  
When you paddle a kayak you 
should alternate your stroke 
from side to side.  If you turn 
upside down pull the loop on 
the front of the skirt and get 
out of the kayak.  This is the 
front of the boat and this cable 
will lower and raise the rudder.  
He then demonstrated the 
proper way of getting back into 
the kayak after a wet exit.  This 
demonstration was performed 
while lying along side of his 
kayak on the beach.
    Now with the boats loaded 
and everyone secure in their 
kayaking skills we set out in a 
rain storm upon Muscongus 
Bay.

 

The rain had let up to a steady 
rain but not the downpour we 
experienced in the morning.  
There was no wind or waves as 
we paddled in this beautiful 
scenic bay.  Dara and I found 
ourselves quite comfortable in 
our shorty wet suits and rain 
gear.  Our guide peacefully 
paddled approximately twenty 
to twenty five yards in front of 
our group.  I decided to fall 
back to the rear of our little 
flotilla after hearing Dara 
explain to one of the women 
from Huntington that the strap 
on her water bottle was 
approximately the same size 
and over the kayak’s skirt loop.  

She explained that if the kayak 
overturned the woman would 
be pulling the water bottles 
handle and not the skirts.  It 
was at this point when 
everyone was passing me that I 
noticed the one of the women 
had her paddle upside down.  
With this little oversight 
corrected we paddled on.
    The beauty of this secured 
bay was equal to paddling 
around Sebonic Bay on Long 
Island but on a much grander 
scale. We emerged from this 
bay onto a great expanse of 
open water.  At this point the 
rain had completely stopped 
and the water went from being 
flat to one to two foot swells 
only adding to the enjoyment.  
Our guide had us join up with 
him and as a group we crossed 
an open bay of about two miles 
distance.  He explained that at 
this time of the day the lobster 
boats would be returning to 
their docks and as a group we 
stood better chance of being 
seen.  A number of the boats 
did pass us throwing out some 
great wakes.  Dara and my 
kayaks handled the swells and 
wakes without any problems 
and we comfortable and 
confidently paddled on.  We 
enjoyed paddling on water that 
was other than the waters in 
our own backyard.
    As we paddled through the 
remainder of the day our guide 
explained that this was his first  
year as a guide.  He was from 
Maryland and that he had 
friends up from Maryland to 
spend the night.  That and the 
rain explained his lack of 
enthusiasm.
    As we entered a small bay 
the sun finally fully emerged 
from the clouds.  Birds 
appeared in the sky.  The water 
was cleaner and clearer than 
any I have seen on Long 
Island.  At the end of this small 
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bay was the end of our first 
day of paddling and the bed 
and breakfast in Friendship, 
Maine where we were to 
spend the night.    At this point 
the two women from 
Huntington proved that even 
though they were not 
experienced kayakers they 
were true experienced 
travelers.  For upon reaching 
our destination for the evening 
they retrieved from their 
kayak’s dry bags a few bottles 
of wine.
    At the bed and breakfast we 
were greeted like long absent 
family members and treated 
even better.
    We awoke the next morning 
to a sunny warm Maine day.  
After a delicious and filling 
breakfast we prepared to 
resume our paddling.

 

With boats packed we pushed 
off from the previous days 
landing place.  We paddled out  
of the same secluded cove 
onto a vast open expanse of 
water.  This body of water had 
some small swells and it was 
filled with a rainbow’s 
spectrum of colored lobster 
pot buoys bobbing on the 
waters surface.  With the aid 
of a marine chart our guide led 
us through and around 
numerous small islands.  He 
provided us with many 
interesting facts pertaining to 
the local history.  He pointed 
out numerous birds, mostly 
water foul and named the 
specie.  After three hours we 

crossed a large bay and 
entered a small cove on a tiny 
island.  At the base of a large 
rock we sat in the sun and had 
lunch.

 

It was a perfectly sheltered 
cove being blocked from the 
wind on three sides and with 
the open part facing into the 
sun to warm the rock.  To the 
right of the large rock was a 
fresh water stream which ran 
into the bay.  We couldn’t 
begin to speculate to how 
many people over time had 
stopped on this site.  Aside 
from the true beauty of this 
site and the entire trip was that 
throughout it we never noticed 
one piece of litter on land or in 
the water.   The people that 
use Maine’s land and 
waterways truly respect and 
cherish what they have.  After 
lunch we paddled out further 
into the open bay.  The islands 
got further apart and the wind 
picked up.  The swells turned 
into waves.  We passed over 
and through beds of seaweed. 
At times I would be riding a 
wave only to find that when 
the wave subsided I would be 
stranded tattering on a rock 
that moments before was 
hidden below a carpet of 
seaweed.  I would wait atop a 
rock and hope that the next 
wave would dislodge me and 
not tip me over.  We passed 
islands with seals sunning 
themselves.  It was easy to 
lose ones self and become 
over confident in this 

spectacular setting.  It was not 
until one of the ladies from 
Huntington paddled over to 
Dara and asked her  “What do 
I do if I flip over?”  That 
statement and the size of the 
waves made me realize that 
we were too far from land and 
a little past our levels of 
experience.
    We rounded one of the last 
outer islands and our guide 
turned us around on the 
leeward side and had us pull 
in for a rest.  After a half hour 
rest we set out for the Maine 
coast.  He led us around one 
island which housed a bald 
eagles nest. It was the first 
time I had ever experienced 
seeing a nest of that size.  We 
passed by the remains of a few 
boats that had been tossed up 
onto the shore and waters edge 
during one of Maine’s coastal 
storms.  One cannot fathom 
the severity of a storm that can 
pick up an entire boat and 
place it intact on the shore.  
We paddled back to the place 
where we put in the day 
before.  Upon reaching the 
shore I realized how tired I 
was after seven hours of 
paddling.  Dara and I had 
never kayaked in the rain 
before and as it turned out we 
are glad we started out in the 
rain and returned in the sun.

 
"The difference between an 
adventure and an ordeal is 
ATTITUDE!"
Outdoor Educator’s Platitude
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Chincoteague, VA as a Paddling 
Destination, March 29, 2008. 
 
Chincoteague has been saved the awful fate of 
beach communities to the north like Rehoboth 
and Bethany Beach in DE [urbanized, 
skyscraper beach communities] by the simple 
fact that its outer beaches and inner marshes 
are within boundaries of either National Wildlife 
Refuge or National Seashore lands. 
 

 
Behind the dunes 

 
The refuge beach itself is ten miles long, most of 
it accessible only by hiking, and it connects to 
Assateague Island National Seashore which 
extends another 14 miles up into MD. That 
assures that there are large expanses of 
shoreline and marsh here kept in a wilderness 
state. The mission of the Chincoteague NWR is 
to provide a rest stop for migrating waterfowl 
and shorebirds. It's the right criteria for paddlers 
too, provided they aren't indifferent to wildlife 
and beautiful habitat and don't mind the 
tranquility… or ponies grazing here and there at 
water's edge. 
 
While there is one ocean inlet at Toms Cove in 
the refuge for those who want to play in waves, 
the main appeal to paddlers would be the marsh 
system around the refuge and extending north of 
the causeway leading into the refuge [an area of 
about 2 x 10 miles], all of it readily accessible 
from four launch sites described below. 
 

The most accurate map is the USGS 
"Chincoteague East Quadrangle" 7.5 minute 
series. There are no nautical aids in and around 
the marshes, so paddlers ought to have the local 
tide chart, the USGS map, a GPS to help get 
back out of the marsh, and the local fishermens' 
map with its compass rose.["Chincoteague-
Assateague Fishing and Recreation Map", 2007, 
GMCO Maps and Charts--"use it or get lost"--
available at Captain Steve's Bait and Tackle on 
Maddox Blvd.] Those could perhaps be left in 
the car if you have hired one of the two local 
guides:  Jay Cherrix [Wildlife Excursions, 757-
336-6811] or Jeff Clark from Oyster Bay 
Outfitters, 757-336-0070. Both Jay and Jeff will 
guide for an hourly fee, Jay charging $39/hr. 
 
Note that currents are not an issue in the 
Assateague Channel, under the bridge into the 
refuge: 1 kt, and only a 2-foot differential 
between high and low tide. But I was warned 
about strong currents at the south end of 
Chincoteague Is. in the area called "The Canal." 
 
For the adventurous, there's also the 70-mile 
Virginia Seaside Water Trail to the south, 
running inside VA's barrier islands, almost all of 
which are in conservation ownership. Go to: 
www.deq.virginia.gov/coastal/seasidewatertrail/ 
 
Even with a new bridge now under construction, 
it looks like Chincoteague will retain its rural 
character, for now. With the exception of three 
medium-size chain motels on the waterfront, the 
town core consists of 200 or so quite modest 
homes from the 1920-1940 period and several 
trailer parks. It has one main street, one small 
supermarket, one pharmacy, one bookstore and 
a small commercial fishing fleet… no boutiques, 
no organic food stores, no McMansions. 
Yes, there are surf shops, decoy carvers' stores, 
and a couple of firework shacks. There are 
numerous places to stay: small motels and 
cottages, and camping. 
 
Its rural quality, the unusual concentration of 
wildlife during migrations, and the many, many 
miles of protected paddling, are what make 
Chincoteague unique, to my mind. Warm water 
[60.5F yesterday at Toms Cove; 64F today at Fir 
Landing] toward end of April is another attraction 
for New Englanders who have been dealing with 
frigid conditions at home for too long. And it's no 
harder to get here than it is to drive to Boston 
from NYC. 
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! Fir Landing: take Deep Hole Road north 
until you see sign for Fir Landing Road. 
Go to end*. 

 

 
! East Side Boat Ramp: take East Side 

Road south about a mile from where it 
meets the marsh, and look for ramp 
parking lot on your left*. 

 
! Toms Cove: take main National Wildlife 

Refuge road [Fee: $5 day pass, 
$15/week] to end at beach. Between #2 
and #3 parking areas, find sign on right 
indicating no jeeps. Put-in is on bay 
beach 25 feet behind the sign. 

Fir Landing 

 

 
 

Wildlife Sightings: *NOTE: Get a ramp license.  You can use all 
town launch sites for $5 per week by going to 
the community center town offices at 6150 
Community Drive and requesting the license. 
You will get a citation from police if you park at a 
ramp without it. 

 
Sightings 4/28: Little Blue Heron, Green Heron, 
10 Whimbrel, 90 Dunlin, 20 Snowy Egret, 10 
Great Egret, 5 American Oystercatchers, 70 
Willett, 75 Glossy Ibis, 5 Semi-Palmated Plover, 
200 peeps in a flock; a pair of Clapper Rails 
sighted and 20 overheard; one Black Bellied 
Plover; 6 ponies. 

!

!"#$%! 

Photographs: 
 
Two views are attached: 
 

! Behind the Dunes: this landscape is at 
the ocean beach, about 200' back from 
the surf.  
 

! Fir Landing: this seascape is at the best 
of the put-ins, accessing Morris Island 
marshes. 

 
Paddlers Safety Numbers:  

 
! Search and Rescue Emergency:  

757-336-2855  
 

! Coast Guard, Chincoteague:  
757-336-5917  
[USCG Station is just off Main Street] 

!

Put-ins: 
 

! Memorial Park Boat Ramp: take East 
Side Road South until you see park 
signs on left*. 

 

Field Notes by Sandy Noyes: Sandy's 
byline has been picked up by Qujaq 
USA. His photo journal of the Greenland 
native skills competition debuted with 
NACK at his meeting presentation in 
Fall-07. He has gone on to publish an 
article with many of his photos in Qajaq 
USA newsletter Masik: Spring/Summer 
2008, Vol. 8. pages 31 - 40.
 www.qajaqusa.org/newsletter/

NACK WINTER POOL SESSIONS: 
Full details will be on the www.GetTheNACK.org 
web site. See “NACK Winter Pool” under NACK 
NOTES.

http://www.qajaqusa.org/newsletter/Masik_Spring-Summer_2008_v8.pdf
http://www.qajaqusa.org/newsletter/Masik_Spring-Summer_2008_v8.pdf
http://www.getthenack.org/
http://www.getthenack.org/
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CLASSIFIEDS

NACK Member Discount

OS Sy!ems Dry Suits /Dry Tops

Sales and repairs

Frank Copren

Cell: 631-379-7332

Orient Point Paddle October 2008
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A QUICK GUIDE TO THE WORK CREDIT/

NACK BUCK SYSTEM
As part of the membership responsibilities all 
members are asked to donate 20 work hours to 
NACK each year.  These hours can be fulfilled by 
being elected as club officer, appointment as a 
committee chairperson, volunteering on any of the 
committees, or helping out at outreach events.  
See the full Work Policy on the web site for 
detailed job descriptions and work credit given. Go 
to www.getthenack.org  click on Docs and Forms, 
scroll to the button that says NACK Work Policy 
and click on it.  If you’re unsure who to contact to 
volunteer for a position call or e-mail Steve 
McDonald at mcdonald[at]optonline.net, 
516-404-0693,  Gordon Dayton at 
daytong[at]optonline.net 203-209-4552 or Ann 
Kaiser at akaiser[at]optonline.net, 516-445-5504

For every 10 hours over the 20 required hours a 
“NACK Buck” is deposited to your work account.  
Each NACK Buck currently has a credit value of 
$25 towards NACK approved training.  In order to 
accumulate work credits and earn NACK Bucks 
YOU MUST REPORT YOUR WORK HOURS.

To report your work hours go to 
www.getthenack.org, click on Members Only and 
log in to the secure area.  Go to the Work Credits 
section then click on the Work Credits Form.  Fill 
out the form and hit send.  The form needs to be 
sent within two months of contributing the work 
hours.  Submissions of work hours received more 
than two months after service will not be counted. 

To redeem your NACK bucks e-mail Ann Kaiser at 
akaiser@optonline.net with your request.  

Any questions call Ann Kaiser at 631-286-8782, 
516-445-5504 or via e-mail at 
akaiser[at]optonline.net.

Full details are on the web site in Docs and Forms 
under NACK Operations-NACK Buck Procedure

6th Annual Long Island 
PaddleSport Safety 

Symposium 

SKSA Ltd. 
in cooperation with the 

United States Coast Guard 
and 

New York State Park Recreation 
and Historic Preservation 

is hosting the 5th annual 
Long Island PaddleSport Safety 

Symposium 
at 

Dowling College   Map 
March 8, 2009 from 12:00 noon to 6:30 pm

Before enlightenment
chopping wood
carrying water.

After enlightenment
chopping wood
carrying water.

  Zen Proverb

NACK Training Committee: There will be 
rolling and strokes/recovery classes offered at 
the pool. If you would like to take one of these 
classes or run a training event please contact 
Elizabeth O’Connor at 631-563-6654.

Garden State Exhibit Center, Somerset, 
New Jersey

Admission is only $10 and FREE for 

http://www.getthenack.org
http://www.getthenack.org
mailto:mcdonald%5Bat%5Doptonline.net
mailto:mcdonald%5Bat%5Doptonline.net
mailto:daytong@optonline.net
mailto:daytong@optonline.net
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
http://www.getthenack.org
http://www.getthenack.org
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
mailto:akaiser@optonline.net
http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp?searchtype=address&formtype=latlong&latlongtype=degrees&latdeg=40&latmin=46&latsec=58&longdeg=-73&longmin=8&longsec=15
http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp?searchtype=address&formtype=latlong&latlongtype=degrees&latdeg=40&latmin=46&latsec=58&longdeg=-73&longmin=8&longsec=15
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NACK  Winter Meetings:   
Jan 20 (Tues) General Meeting: 
Connetquot Library 6:00 pm 
Paddlers Forum: - Topic: 
“Wildlife Encounters" - 7:00 
PM Meeting: Program - "What 
Was That Bird Anyway?" by 
Elizabeth"

 Feb- 17 (Tues) General Meeting: 
Connetquot Library 6:00 pm 
Paddlers Forum: - Topic: "This 
Old Gear" by Elizabeth - 7:00 
PM Meeting: Program - 
"Auction and Swap Meet”

9:00 pm - After All General 
Meetings (AMM) - Airport Diner 
(all welcome)

Mar- 17 (Tues) General 
Meeting: Connetquot Library 
6:00 pm Paddlers Forum: - 
Topic: "My Favorite Video" by 
Elizabeth - 7:00 PM Meeting: 
Program - "Video Nite - 
Selected Shorts”

NACK Meetings: In cold 
weather and early Spring, NACK holds 
its General Meetings monthly at the 
Connetquot Library, 760 Ocean 
Avenue, Bohemia, NY 11716. As 
summer approaches with growing 
daylight and warmer temperatures we 
will meet on the water at various 
suitable locations. Join us at 6:00 PM 
for Paddler's Forum, a discussion 
group where we explore topics related 
to paddling, personal development 
and club growth. The formal meeting 
starts at 7:00 PM and generally 
includes a program or speaker of 
general interest. Often, we meet again 
after the meeting for a social hour at 
an inexpensive nearby restaurant. 
Details and directions are contained in 
the links below.

Winter Paddles & Activities:
There are a number of  interesting paddles  
scheduled for November into January and 
more are being planned. Please see our 
site for details. www.GetTheNACK.org 

Jan 30 Feb 1 Fri/Sat/Sun (S)(NR) 
Fishing Show at Farmingdale College: 
NACK Information Booth.   
Call Tom at 631-240-9957 or 
516-683-2986 for confirmation, 
directions and details. 
 
Feb 6-8 Fri-Sun (S)(NR) ACA Meeting, 
Fredricksburg, VA: SEIC Meeting (Fri), 
Board Meeting (Sat/Sun)  
 
Feb 14  Sat (NS)(NR)($) Morton 
Wildlife Preserve: Walk, Hand Feeding 
& view of Peconic Bay.  Call 
Elizabeth at 631-563-6654 to register. 
Parking Fee: $4/car. 
 
Feb 17  Tue (S)(NR) NACK Meeting at 
Connetquot Library.  Paddlers Forum 
(6:00 pm) “This Old Gear” 

Mar 8 Sun (NS)(NR) L. I. Paddle-Sport 
Symposium at Dowling College: Volunteer 
to help at this worthy cause – many useful 
jobs, NACK Credits apply. Call Elizabeth at 
631-563-6654 to register. NACK 
Information Booth, 2-4 volunteers needed.  
Call Tom at 631-240-9957 or 
516-683-2986 for registration and details.

Mar - 27-29 (Fri-Sun) (S)(NR)($) The 
Jersey Paddler Show, Somerset, NJ: 
NACK Information Booth.  
12 volunteers gain free admission.  Call 
Tom at 631-240-9957 for details and 
registration.

Jan 10 Sat (S)($) Pool Sessions 
begin: At Suffolk Community College 
Brentwood Campus 1:15 – 3:15  
Call Ann at (516) 445-5504 to register 
for pool, call Elizabeth at 
631-563-6654 to schedule 
training.  Instruction and pool schedule 
is shown below.  
Jan 10, 22, Feb 7, 28, Mar 14  Open 
Pool Class: Stroke & Rescue 
Refinement 

Jan 17, 31, Feb 21, Mar 7, 21  Open 
Pool Class: Rolling Development & 
Refinement 

NOTE: Demo team may schedule 
practices on some dates.  Class 
content may change subject 
to student needs and requests.  
Preregistration is required for all 
attendees, all dates! 

Elizabeth in a “Teachable Moment” 

http://www.GetTheNACK.org
http://www.GetTheNACK.org
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Concept for NACK
The concept for the NACK came from recognition 

that Long Island has amazing natural resources for a 

variety of  types of  paddling and a wide range of  interests 

and skills among its population. NACK was founded by a 

group of  highly trained local instructors with a diversity of  

certification backgrounds including the American Canoe 

Association, the British Canoe Union and the American 

Red Cross. All had a desire to bring the fundamentals of  

paddling safety to the community at large as well as provide 

for a program of  continuous improvement in skills for 

paddlers at all levels.

If you take a risk you may fail, if you don't 
you surely will!

We are serious about FUN!

NACK NEWSLETTER
www.GetTheNACK.org

 A Group at the Put In

http://www.getthenack.org/
http://www.getthenack.org/

